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"SERVICE TO MAN IS SERVICE TO GOD"...this is the We know, many foreigners undertaking social 

message of all  religions. If an individual is in the path service programs in the fields of medical care, 

of social service, he can for sure inspire few people education and welfare of the handicapped. We 

into the stream, where as if a corporate take up such now have to realize the fact if far people 

path of social service, all the stakeholders such as coming near to our countrymen for solving 

Directors, Employees, Shareholders, Agencies their problems, what about we learning to 

connected to it, shall either directly or indirectly get serve our brethren with our might with the 

involved in such culture of giving back to the country. support of people. We should inspire our own 

 family members, relatives, friends in our life 

abhaya Foundation has been founded by us in 2006 to and further the youth, professionals, 

inculcate such culture of social service, among its corporate houses to dedicate themselves in 

members and corporates connected to them in our the service of the nation.

way. The motto of abhaya is Transformation of 

Individuals who are connected to abhaya in serving Further recognizing the need of involving 

the needy. There are reputed organizations like the corporates in community work, the 

Rotary Club, Lions Club, Sri Satya Sai Seva Government of India, has brought in the 

Organisation, Ramakrishna Mission etc, who are doing required provisions into the statute book, 

invaluable service to society. Every religion says that whereby the designated section of corporates 

Service to man is service to God. Further, it has been shall, share their part of profits to the society 

said that, Service if done selflessly, there would be by involving itself in social cause either 

transformation of self and transformation of seeker of directly or indirectly through NGOs. I strongly 

help as well. Hence selfless service to humanity at believe that, abhaya can be a trusted partner 

large may be termed as true service. to work for the betterment of  people in the 

country to fight for the social causes in giving 

We all know, N.S.S. (National Social Service) in the them solace from issues there are facing in 

colleges and universities and in schools Bharat Scouts the field of health / education / care related 

and Guides and Junior Red Cross wings were initiated problems. Personally I am glad to be 

so as to create attitude of gratitude in the young minds associated with abhaya as its Founder Trustee 

towards country. The spirit behind such initiatives is since 2006 and my experience with abhaya 

making young men aware of giving back to the society and its Mission to Serve with H.E.A.R.T is 

there by bringing back the lost glory to the country. really inspiring. I am glad that I can now say, I 

am doing my bit for this country. Appealing 

There are still many social issues where individuals if each one of you to join hands in this holy work 

teamed up... can do a lot of work by appealing to the of loving our country men.

minds of people. Issues like  ill health, illiteracy, 

unawareness, rural infra, sanitation etc, in the country  

needed more attention for resolution. We firmly 

believe that resolving such issues will surely make up 

this country and countrymen.

CA AV Sathish Kumar
Founder Trustee

Partner: Girish Murthy & Kumar.

Chartered Accountants, Bengaluru  
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Telangana/Andhra Pradesh    Siva Krishna         9959220450
Karnataka                               CS G Thirupal       9448384064      
Others                                     CS Balachandra   9963002727



abhaya FOUNDATIONabhaya FOUNDATION
Support to Hudhud affected areas

Pray for our countrymen who 
are affected by HUDHUD at 
many places of India... There 
are many issues around... but 
resources are little for good 
people... just praying GOD be 
with little mercy for our 
country men. - abhaya Team

Team arranged for 2500 plastic mats for cyclone 
affected villages of AP... Each costed Rs. 70/-  
totaling to Rs.1,75,000. The material dispatched to 
the villagers through Sri Sathya Sai Seva 
organization. Lets know how much you can 
contribute in multiples of Rs. 70/- its less then a 
movie ticket.. but it can still make a difference to 
those in need. Lets give our abhayam with  Rs. 70/-. 

APPEAL

Response simply amazing Dr. SV Lakshmi Devi, Director, GVPR Engineers Ltd, 
Hyderabd first to lend her hands of support

Dr. SV Lakshmi Devi, Director, GVPR Engineers Ltd, 
Hyderabd first to lend her hands of support



My brothers Daughter Sri Vishnu Priya ,Newjersy ( EtvPaadutatiyaaga 2nd 

runner up) contributing 10000 from her savings to Vizagrelif on the eve of 

Diwali -Rangarao, Sharekhan

Donations for HUDHUD

Today dad gave us 2000 each 

and said that if you want to buy 

crackers u can r if you want 

donate this money. We don't 

want to buy crackers we want to 

donate these 4000 and my 

pocket money 1000 totally 5000 

this is a small donation from us 

Pls accept for Cyclone Relief- 
Priyadarshini n Surya, 
Kurnool

Please accept Rs. 800 from my 

savings. Daddy will deposit 

money in abhaya bank account - 

Prashanthi, High School 
Student, Hyedrabad.

Name of Doner Amount

Dr. SV Lakshmi Devi, GVPR, Hyd 30000

PS Rao & Associates, Hyd 25000

abhaya Foundation, Hyd 10000

Sai Vishnu Priya, USA 10000

CS Ravitheja, Chennai  7000

N Narsimha Murthy, Blore  5000

Siva Surya & Priya, KNL 5000

CS V Ahalada Rao, Hyd 5000

CS KV Subramanyam, Hyd 5000

CS R Venkata Ramana, Hyd 5000

A Sudha Sathish, Blore 4000

Yuva Saradhi, Vizianagaram 3500

CA TR Trivedi, GVPR, Hyd 3500

MRK Sudha, Hyd 3000

Wahid Ansari, Hyd 2100

Bharucha, Mumbai 2000

Akhil & Charmi, Hyd 2000

Komal & Friends, Hyd 1500

Jaikishna, GVPR, Hyd 1400

P Krishna Murthy, GVPR, Hyd 1400

M Naresh, GVPR, Hyd 1050

CS B Kiran Kumar Gupta, Hyd 1000

CS Pavana Jyothi, Hyd 1000

Sai Prashanthi, Hyd 800

S Balamurali Krishna, Hyd 700

D Ramakrishna, GVPR, Hyd  700

Ch Madhubabu, GVPR, Hyd 700

T Karthik, Hyd 350

Jay Sriram, Hyd 210

Subramanyam Susarala, Hyd 202

Sana Sridhar, Hyd 140

Total 138252



abhaya FOUNDATIONabhaya FOUNDATION
CSR Seminar at Bangalore

abhaya thanking FKCCI President Sri Sampath Raman and other 

office bearers for their time and support for upcoming CSR Seminar at 

Bengaluru on 8th November 2014. CA IS Prasad, Chairman, FKCCI 

CSR Committee and Program Coordinator along with CA AV Sathish 

Kumar, Trustee n Program Director with their teams putting in their 

best effort in creating impeccable mark for B'lore Inspire. Prayers for 

each one who involved in such good work.

Program Director CA AV Sathish Kumar convened a meeting on 12th 

October 2014 at their office at 4201, High Point IV No, 45 Palace Road 

Bangalore. Many abhayans at B'lore making their time for discussing 

the matters connected to Seminar for almost 4 hrs. Each one happily 

discussed and noted  ACTION points. Founder also joined the meeting 

from Hyderabad with couple of abhayans. 

1. Coordination with FKCCI, ICSI, ICWAI, ICAI and abhaya.Following Committees 
2. Reception to the VIPs n Guests 

formed for better at the Venue.
coordination: 3. Invitations to all stakeholders. 

4. Coordinating with FKCCI teams 

for PR Agency, Hotel 

Management.CA IS Prasad
5. Delegate fee if reced from ICSI CS SC Sharada
n FKCCI. .. issue of Service Tax.CA AV Sathish Kumar
6. CFOs/Directors mailsCA S N Rangaiah
7. Invitations to NGOsCS G Thirupal
8. Corporate Sponsorships    K Ramakrishna
(5,3&1lakh)

9. Shortlisting NGOs

10. MOUs

Advisory & Action 
Coordination Committee:

The tasks they will be 
handling apart from leading 
the team:

FKCCI joined hands with abhaya



Following points to be noted for 
those who coordinate with 
Speakers.

Social Networking

Publication Team

Corporate Sponsorship Committee

Event Management on 8th Nov

Volunteers Coordination for abhaya

NGOs Coordination

reach out 100+ NGOs. Short list 10 NGOs for support by abhaya. 3 people will 

be selected by High Power Committee. They will be given support during the 

event.

1. Profile Photo
1. (CA) A Sahithi2. Brief Profile
2. (Dr) A Snehitha3. Back ground paper.
3. CS Manjunath Hegde4. Soft copy of ppt.
4. Er N Shashidhar5. Time slot/ Topic
to create an event in FB, Propogation in FB, Twitter etc., Bulk mailer, Bulk sms, 6. Anchor points 
Auto caller, Profile pics n cover pages etc.,7. Keeping in touch.

8. Welcome/ Farewell. 

9. Thanks kit.

CS B Kiran Kumar Guptha

CA Radhakrishna

N Shashidhar

CS Snajeev Rao

1. CA IS Prasad

2. CS Sharada

3. CA S N Rangaiah

4. CA AV Sathish Kumar

to work on Coporate Sponsorships. Review 

weekly once.

CS Balachandra Sunku

CA IS Prasad

CA AV Sathish Kumar

CA SC Sharada

1. CS Manjnath Hegde

2. (CS) Manjunath Ganesh

3. CS Narayan Desai

1. CS G Thirupal

2. CS Manjunath Hegde

3. CS Bimalendu

To contact different NGOs n invite. Target to 



Dear Member,

 

Invite you for Full Day Seminar on "CSR", organized in 

association with FKCCI & Abhaya Foundation, scheduled 

to be held on Saturday, the 8th November, 2014

�4 PCH for members and 8 PDP for students

�Registration fee for Students - Rs. 500/-

�Registration fee must be paid to Abhaya Foundation 

�80G receipt will be issued by them directly

Kindly register.

Warm Regards

Blore Chapter of the ICSI

abhayans at Bangalore 
resolved to follow below given 
action plan for upcoming CSR 

seminar on Saturday the 
12th November 2014: 

1. Contact 250 friends...Influence 25 to register for Seminar 
2. Change profile pick in whats app, FB, Mails in to CSR logo
3. Spread the news and connect at least 100 NGOs 
4. Recommend 3 NGOs on basis their work for support
5. Try to  bring the silver, gold and platinum sponsors. 
6. Try getting advertisements from SMEs and Professionals
7. Spread the cause in business schools & Coaching Institutes
8. Connect B’lore team for lending support in your way
9. Be part of Seminar with your friends 

abhayans @ B’lore - You too can 
support the CSR Seminar 

Dear Balachandra garu,

At the outset, I wish to congratulate you and abhaya Foundation team for the idea of organizing 

a seminar on Corporate Social Responsibility in Bangalore. Bangalore being a hub of 

Corporates, it is very appropriate to bring them together on this very important challenge. As 

you rightly mentioned, it is very important to bring greater awareness on the roles and 

responsibilities of Corporates in involving themselves in meeting the societal needs especially 

in the light of new CSR provisons. This inclusiveness effort to bring the Corporates together on a 

common platform by abhaya Foundation is rightly timed and I am sure this Seminar would fulfill 

that objective to a greater extent.  My sincere appreciation to the entire team for this great 

effort.

I wish abhaya and its team all the good luck for this CSR Seminar and also for your future 

endeavors.

GM Rao

Group Chairman, GMR Group

An Inspiring message from GMR



Key Note Speaker:
abhaya thaking CA Suresh C 

Senapaty, Executive Director & CFO, 

WIPRO, India for his kind consent to 

be the Key Note Speaker for the 

proposed CSR Seminar on Sat 8th 

Nov at Blore...  The team also express 

its gratitude to CA IS Prasad and 

TEAM FKCCI for the tireless effort.

Chief Guest:
Yet another thrilling experience 

... as advised by a well wisher n 

Chairman of Corporate group... 

Just tried our luck. Sri Naidu 

getting ready for Metopolice 

Conference. Briefed him about 

abhaya seminar on 8th Nov at 

Blore. He said he will fonfirm it 

in the 3rd week of Oct. Asked 

the team to march ahead. 

Hoping for the best. - CS 
Balachandra, Founder

Digital Partner:

Inspire Blore - CSR Seminar... supported by 
Salarpuria Sattva Group..as Silver Sponsor 

for the event. Thanku CA SN Rangaiah, 
Founder Trustee, B'lore for his effort

EY Sharing its knowledge:



You are Invited 



Let us spread the cause of community work at Karnataka



abhaya Seminar on CSR at FAPCCI in July 2014 

has given inspiration to many. I hope you 

remember Swami Bodhamayanandaji responded 

spontaneously to host a program on CSR at RK 

Math. Prof. Viswanadham suggested to Swamiji 

that the program may be coordinated by me.  We 

are planning to conduct "Sahyojana"on October 

28th. We wish that the Founder 

should also join us in making it a 

success. His name is listed in one 

Technical session- Dr. K Acharya 
Achalapathi. Professor of 
Commerce, Director,  Osmania 
University Hyderabad

Hyd CSR Team Thanking Sponsors

abhaya CSR lead to SAHAYOJANA
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CSR Update

Donations to Swach Bharat Kosh, Clean Ganga now 
part of CSR:

G o v e r n m e n t  m a k e s  C o r p o r a t e  S o c i a l  
Responsibility spending mandatory for public 
sector companies:

The Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) has included donations to 

the Swach Bharat Kosh and the Clean Ganga Fund — set up by the 

Central government — as part of corporate social responsibility 

(CSR) spends by India Inc. This notification was issued on Friday, 

October 24. 

Coming out with revised guidelines, the government has made it 

mandatory for all profit-making central public sector companies to 

spend money on CSR Activities. Besides, these enterprises cannot 

include money spent on sustainable development efforts under the 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) ambit.

 

The Department of Public Enterprises (DPE) has come out with the revised guidelines following the new Companies Act making 

social welfare spending compulsory for certain class of profitable corporates mandatory. In comparison with provisions under the 

Companies Act, 2013, the latest DPE norms are more strict since it would be applicable on all profit-making central public sector 

enterprises. 

According to revised DPE guidelines, issued on October 21, "it is mandatory for all profit-

making CPSEs to undertake CSR activities as per provisions of the Act and CSR rules".  

These guidelines are effective from April 1. CPSEs that do not meet the eligibility criteria 

under the Companies Act but have made profit in the preceding year are now required to 

spend "at least two per cent of the profit made in the preceding year on CSR activities".

“In case of CPSEs mere reporting and explaining the reasons for not spending this 

amount in a particular year would not suffice and the unspent CSR amount in a particular 

year would not lapse. "It would instead be carried forward to the next year for utilization 

for purpose for which it was allocated,"



Multinational corporations seek clarity on We will surely ask if you do not spend 
CSR legal norms on CSR: Nirmala Sitharaman 

Naidu throws Vizag open to ‘CSR colonies’

Union Commerce and Industry Minister Nirmala 

Sitharaman stated, ‘If you do not spend the 

money, the government can certainly ask why you 

are not spending.' The minister made this 

statement while addressing a CSR conclave 

organized by Indian Chamber of Commerce in 

Guwahati.

‘Every corporate house has the responsibility to 

give back to the society. Corporates are the wealth creators. But 

they also have a duty to the nation. Through CSR you can create 

and nurture the wealth of society together with people who live 

there. Everyone expects the government to deliver, but actually it 

can only facilitate,’ Sitharaman said at the conclave.

 

As Visakhapatnam 

returns to normalcy, 

Andhra  P radesh  

Chief Minister N 

Chandrababu Naidu 

is all set to knock at 

the doors of India Inc 

to rebuild colonies 

damaged by cyclone 

Hudhud, as part of 

their corporate social 

responsibility (CSR).

Reportedly, Infosys Foundation chairperson Sudha Murthy is the 

first person to have been approached to build a colony, with 400-

500 houses, for the fishermen who lost everything in the cyclone. 

Pending final response from her, officials of the Industries and 

Information Technology departments are now preparing a list of 

other corporate houses, to enable Naidu to dial them up for help. 

Reliance, Wipro, Adani Group, Aditya Birla, Mahindra, GMR, GVK, 

NTPC and Visakhapatnam Steel Plant (VSP) are others on the list.  - 

Collected by CS B. Kiran Kumar Gupta, Company Secretary

"There's a lot of ambiguity whether CSR norms in the new 

Act are applicable to us or not," said a senior executive of a 

leading MNC operating in India's Infrastructure sector. "We, 

in any case, as a part of our global practice, do CSR in 

locations we operate in but are we bound to do it as per the 

law is yet to be clarified. We have raised the issue with the 

government."The Act says that its provisions will apply to 

"companies incorporated under this Act or under any 

previous company law".

But the CSR rules have expanded the reference to a 

"company" by including foreign firms having offices in India. 

"The rules seem to have gone beyond what was stated in the 

Act, by also including a foreign company having branch 

offices and project offices, although it does not fall into the 

definition of a company," Experts say, as per the law, foreign 

companies are not bound to follow CSR norms."It's a settled 

legal position that rules are supplementary and subservient 

to the provision of statute and cannot enlarge its scope. 

We're advising our foreign clients that legally the Act has to 

be followed not rules. The government needs to amend the 

law to get foreign firms in ambit of CSR norms." . 





Sri Gade Inna Reddy, 

Founder, Hope Trust 

with their team met the Founder abhaya seeking support to 

set up Coaching for Groups for most deserving poor students 

at abhaya home. Very interesting to note when abhaya 

Trustee CA BV Prasad enquiring about how to put the available 

infrastructure to use... Hope Trust team visited abhaya at 

Hyd. Very thrilling encounter with GODs Will. Hoping for the 

BEST to happen.

Kusuma getting ready for major surgery 

The first inmate getting ready for a major surgery... from 

death bed to life she traveled in the past 16 months since 

Ramesh Kandukuri referred to abhaya Home... Dr Sulapani, 

MD, Rajyalakshmi Hospital agreed to do his bit with imported 

and specially made joints... very costly affair... abhaya just 

wanted to do its bit, as of date pooled Rs.2lakhs as against 

required 5lakhs. Doctors after thorough examinations and 

observations, opined that the surgery is little complicated 

one and needs to have an expert support in replacing her hip 

bones. Though, the process is little delayed,  abhaya team 

wish to follow Doctor's advise and do its best. Come... join to 

provide a new life to this Lady... Kusuma 

abhaya Home of Happiness
Latest Update

Kudos to Andhra Bank Staff at 

Dilsukhnagar Hyderabad who cared 

Lakshmaiah laying on the road and now 

connected him to abhaya. He got 

admitted in the hospital by abhaya... 

based on doctors advise... shifting to 

Lakshmaiah welcomed 

Gade Inna 
Reddy, 

Founder, 
Maa Illu visited

 abhaya



Siva Sai Chaitanya working at Switzerland 

Tech Mahindra who got connected to 

abhaya through Blood Donation by 

founder to his grand mother... visited 

abhaya home with his wife Aravindav and 

kids. Very happily lend their hands of 

support... appreciated the effort of 

abhaya and assured their support. 

Prayers for them.

Thanks to SevaMela... PratyEK who got 

connected to abhaya visited abhaya home 

n handed over 100kgs rice for the benefit 

of inmates... saluting the well wisher from 

abroad who participated in rice bucket 

challenge n advised them to distribute the 

rice to deserving NGOs...hence they 

visited abhaya.

The Couple...Gudipati Anitha n Srinivas, Maharshi Rice Mills, 

M i r y a l a g u d a ,  

Telangana stood 

besides abhaya 

home since its 

inception with their 

monthly support of 

Rice... but for such 

people. .. abhaya 

home is just 4 

walls construction. 

They infused life in 

to abhaya home 

with their regular 

supply of Rice. 

Prayers for their 

well being. Anitha 

started Raksha 

Seva Samithi to 

serve the needy in 

Telangana... such 

is their passion.



abhaya Home of Happiness
Donations Octomber’2014

NAME OF DONER AMOUNT

V SUNIL KUMAR, UK (CORPUS) 200000

B ARAVINDA LAKSHMI SAI, HYD (CORPUS) 100000

AMBICA AGARBATHI, ELURU  10000

SRIMAN NARAYANA, B'LORE  10000

OTHERS  10000

SUSHMA BHONAGIRI, HYD 6000

KOLLI GIRIJA RANI, HYD 5000

SRI SATHYA SAI BABA, HYD 5000

CHANDRA BHANU NIYOGI, HYD 4000

HEMALATHA GUNTURU 2500

CS B SIREESHA , CHENNAI 1500

CS VENKATESH BABU BANDARU, HYD  1000

KOTA INDUSTRIES, HYD 1000

CS JINESH KUMAR S, HYD 1000

GUNDAVARAPU V S, HYD 500

CS IBUSER AMARENDRA, HYD 500

P SAINATHA REDDY, HYD 400

CS ROOPENDRA PRASAD B HYD 100

TOTAL DONATIONS 358500

Without community service, we would not have a strong quality of life. 

It's important to the person who serves as well as the recipient. 

It's the way in which we ourselves grow and develop. 

- Dorothy Height

“ “
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Healthcare Updateabhaya
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Mission Hari Prasad:
Hari Prasad is 6 years old boy and is a special child. He cannot speak and stand on his own. He is taking treatment in Sweekar for 

past 2 years. His father Shankar Rao, working as a daily labour in company called SVB near Gudla Pochampally and they are 

staying in a hut nearby by company. His monthly income is about Rs.7000/-.  Dr. Sridhar (Ortho) performed an operation in 

June'14 which was covered under Aarogya Sree. He suggested to take physiotherapy for 3-4 months, so that the boy can sit on 

his own. They have to pay about 4500 per month for physiotherapy and even after discount, it would be around Rs.3000/- which 

is a costly expense for them. Hari's Mother, Kumari, got reference of abhaya from Sweekar Doctor and called for help. Post 

receiving their appeal, abhayan Siva Krishna, went and met Doctors and Chairman of Sweekar and asked for maximum possible 

discount. They kindly agreed for Rs.2000/- per month and asked to assure that the help should not be misused. abhaya paid 

Rs.4000/- for two months and in continuous touch with the parents. - abhaya Team



My Nephew Phanindra is in critical 

condition and taking treatment in CMC 

Vellore. He was suffering from fever and 

throat infection before 5 months. When 

he was admitted in hospital, the doctor 

suspected it would be diphtheria and 

undergone tests. Without any declaration 

or the reports, he was given wrong 

treatment with heavy dosage of 9 

injections. The boy's was in serious 

condition as his blood got poisoned and 

kidneys failed. In emergency at midnight 

he was sent to KIMS, there he got dialysis 

for five times, they cured him and sent 

him to home. 

After 10 days at home he was vomiting 

regularly and we took assistance from 

doctor he suggested a capsule. Once his 

vomiting reached lungs, In hospital, they 

cleaned and done tricostamy. At that time his food pipe is damaged and arranged a 

pipe through nose for his feeding and oxygen through throat, there the pipe became 

so small for him he could not take his breath. The doctor made his throat operated 

and arranged a big pipe for oxygen without any anaesthesia. After watching this the 

boy went into coma and there was no oxygen going to brain, patches had formed and 

40% brain got damaged. Therefore we took him to CMC vellore for his treatment it 

will take about 3 to 4months. The doctors havent informed about any surgery. If at 

all they about to surgery we are not in a stage to pay that amount. We have been 

already spent about 40lakhs for his treatment in KIMS, Ankura hospitals etc. So we 

cannot afford much money for his treatment. We already borrowed money from 

relatives and everyone we know, sold everything from my house. We have 

approached Vanita TV and they telecasted a program Batuku Bandi about this boy. 

With the money we got from that program, we somehow arranged for the Vellore 

Expenses. We are left with no options other than Hope. Hence I am appealing you for 

financial help. - Dinesh, Hyderabad

Mission Phanindra... need 
money & prayers too



Mission CS Ravishankar (Gurgaon)
Following is the pool as of date for CS Ravishankar 
Chawhan Gurgon whose kidneys are damaged post 
to CS A Nagaraj Kumar initiated the Mission to 
support him

We have informed CS Ravi about pooled fund of 
Rs.1.25lakh n asked him to provide Fortis Bank info 
so that we can transfer. Please do spread the cause 
further as the need is about 6 lakhs.

CS Nagaraju  20000
VV Kumar 15000
CS PS Rao 10000
M Narasimhulu 10000
abhaya Foundation  10000
Bhaskaraiah 10000
Jaganmohan 10000
CS K Narendra 5000
CS Ahalada Rao 5000
CS Sudarshan. P 5000
Ravi Subramanyam 5000
CS R Venkata Ramana 2500
CS Sathish GK  2000
CS Anjaneylu  2000
CS KSVS Sastry 1000
CS Savita Jyothi 1000
Total 113500



Mission Anjaneyulu: 

Mission Anjaneyulu... he is discharged 

and staying at a well wishers house and 

under  observa t i on . . .KUDOS to  

Narasimha Ikkurthi, Praveen Batthula, 

KSV Sivakrishna and many more who 

joined hands to infuse l i fe to 

Anjaneyulu... today he visited the 

doctors and thanked them... abhaya 

team too accompanied him and hand 

over abhaya appreciation kits to each of 

the doctors. Together Everyone Achieve 

Miracles... here is an example

Many tried giving their LIQUID LOVE  to Renuka... BUT 
Blood Donors Needed: Renuka Devi (20) student of Vasavi Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 

Kadapa is suffering from Leukaemia (Curable Blood Cancer) and need 3-4 packets of Platelets daily. 

She is currently admitted in MNJ Cancer Hospital, Red Hills, Hyderabad. We Spoke to HARD Society 

Blood Bank and they agreed to arrange platelets in exchange 

of Blood at free of cost. As the requirement is huge, we 

request all the volunteers to donate a unit of blood for her. She 

can come to normal within 2 weeks. Contact Siva Krishna  for 

more details. Any Blood group is fine, as Blood Bank will 

exchange and supply the Platelets/required group blood.

Post to the face book update of the above post, 100's of friends, well wishers shared the 

same on their time lines in face book and abhaya received 100s of calls and at least 60 units 

of blood was donated directly and indirectly. The response was amazing. She is recovering 

and responding to the treatment and able to walk for her daily routine. It is a great 

progress, but still two more weeks to go to say she is stable. These two weeks are critical 

and if she sustain these two weeks, she will be out of danger.  We request all the friends to 

come forward and spread the cause in our circles. 

With all life saving support... still she departed
 for heavenly abode as GOD willed other wise 



Mission Teena
Hi Raghav, I am Srikanth, I appreciate the work you are doing and was moved by learning the situation of 

Teena, hope she is doing well. I did transferred Rs.15,000 (6000 from Kavitha Yasa (my sister) who told 

me about this situation, friend of your cousin Rajani, 6000 from me, 3000 from my friend Gopinath 

Gunturu), would have received from account Rama Devi Gunturu, I copied them in this e-mail for your 

reference, let me know if you didn't receive money by any chance. I also asked my other friends to help 

Teena who I think will do.  My brother-in-law Sreedhar Nomula said he transferred Rs.6000, he did it after 

hearing from Kavitha Yasa.  We all hope and pray for her fight with cancer will be a success. - Srikanth 
Reddy Keshireddy, USA

Teena is admitted in hospital from 12days now as part of her treatment . She is been treated with 

chemotherapy as part of her scheduled treatment

.

Right now her health is stable and after the biopsy reports came, doctors told that cancer is not there in 

her blood right now , but the treatment (chemotherapy etc) have to be continued till the course of 6 

months ends . Few friends of my sister( who is in US ) have donated an amount of total 21100 rupees to 

Abhaya’s account making the total amount to 41100(20k abhaya’s donation for months of sep and oct) 

under the name of Teena in Abhaya’s account. Her blood reports are yet to come today and I will be 

updating them , once I receive an update from her father. Teena’s father came to Hyderabad yesterday 

from Gujarat . So now we have all the documents with us .

Me, Teena and her father are going to meet Mr.RamaSubbaiah garu(assistant secretary of CM) tomorrow 

for applying CM relief fund in secretariat. - D V Raghav Annavarapu, Senior Member Technical, ADP 
Hyderabad

Mission Umacchandar:
We are fine with blessings of god and kind people like you. Our family 

expressing gratitude to you for your kind consideration. Umacchandar is fine 

and getting regular physiotherapy and doing eye exercise and breathing 

exercise. He want to earn for family. He is having small infection in his foot, we 

are giving antibiotics, now it is healing. He is watching news and updating me. 

everything is ok but suddenly he will forget what is supposed to talk. or name 

of thing or person. then within few minutes he will correct it. So if he goes to 

work people should understand his problem. If you know any job that he can 

do please guide us. As per your advice, we kept a board for tuition. But here people will go to 

their class teacher or any school teacher. But we are hoping for the best.  Rohit is going to his 

college for a full day. He is preparing for his semester exams next month. Aakanksha is going to 

school she is studying well and preparing for her board exams. I am busy with my regular office 

work, which is increasing day by day. from 8.30 am to 8.30 pm. We salute to this national 

movement and wish very prosperous success in the upcoming future. - Padmalatha, Chennai

Swathi recovering
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abhaya supported GVK School, Addatheegala, EG Dist, AP - Kids came to Hyderabad on 
kind invitation from Artesyn Embedded Technologies, Hyderabad on 17th October 
2014. 20 students along with 3 teachers arrived in the city for 2 days visit. The 
employees spent their day's time with school kids at their office on the eve of they 
pooling resources for their benefit.

We reserved tickets for 17 kids and 4 teachers.  On 15.10.2014 by 4.00 PM all the said team of GVK traveled from 

Vedurunagaram to Rajahmundry by bus and Sri Hans Raj Bothra, abhaya nominee for GVK School Management Committee 

visited the kids and given send off. on 16.10.2014 at 9.00 AM we took Janma bhoomi express. At 9.30 PM we reached 

Secunderabad.  abhaya Volunteers Ravi and team received us and taken to guest house near Sivam. 

17.10.2014 all the team.  Sai Krishna and Mahesh abhaya members came 6.30 AM and we all visited Sivam, the Satya Sai Mandir.  

We have seen Assembly and Birla Mandir afterwards Tank Bund. We then reached ARTESYN EMBADDED TECHNOLOGIES at 

Hitech City, a soft ware company.  The employees of the company especially Sri Venu received us and taken to  Auditorium.  

Everyone wondered to see such biggest A C Auditorium. Founder of abhaya CS Balachandra Sunku  is a Special Guest. He 

handled entire program thereafter.  He shared about the back ground of GVK and the atmosphere of the project, Lively hoods of 

the area tribals difficulties faced by the girijan parents to send their children to the schools, School strength, staff particulars, 

condition of the school and hostel buildings, financial crises of the project etc., and etc., 

Artesyn Embedded Technologies support to GVK Tribal SchoolArtesyn Embedded Technologies support to GVK Tribal School

The Report...The Report...



He further praised the employees of the company Especially 1. Sri Chebolu Sekhar, 

Director 2. C.G.Rayudu, Programme Manager 3. D.Kamesh, Senior Manager, 

Engineering, 4. C.V. Venu Madhav, H.R.Manager for inspiring their teams for 

community work. While he was sharing good thoughts slowly introduced cultural 

items like Dhimsa, Kolatam, Brunda ganam, Bhagavadgita slokas,  Relare janapada 

girijana dance,Pyramids, Desabhakthi gitas  and Setty Bhajana.  

After this program, the Artesyn arranged a feast for the school team.  Just not that, 

all the kids were given lots of return gifts. Aruna, Soft ware Engineer  and most of 

the employees taken the special interest provided hospitality.  Later they  were 

divided  into 8 groups and took 2 student for one group showing the office and 

interacting  with the kids. Artesyn arranged for 22 tickets to see the drama by 

Surabhi team at Shilparaamamr.  

On 18.10.2014 we have visited Charminar, High Court, Shamshabad Air Port, Nehru 

Zoological park, Saalarrjung Musium.  Sri Srinivas , Soft Ware Engineer provided 

lunch for kids. abhayan V Sreedhar along with his friends visited kids and provided 

eatables & good books as return gifts. Then we reached Secunderabad Railway 

Station for our return journey. Sri K.K.Maheswari, Vice President, GVK School 

staying at Hyderabad  arranged and send the dinner packets to all the team 

members to Secunderabad Railway  Station. We boarded Gowtami Express.  

The Management members, staff and students conveyed their gratitude all 

abhayans especially CS G Raghu Babu, President and all the employees of ARTESYN 

EMBEDDED TECHNOLOGIES, Hyderabad for such a memorable hospitality.

Artesyn employees joined hands for the past 15 days and organized fund raising 

event for the benefit of  Tribal School. Kids had a wonderful and memorable time 

with team at Hitech City. Pool is about 1.30 lakhs (Cash / Kind) and abhaya added Rs 

20k. Thanks to Artesyn Team for everything and gratitude to Sekhar Chebrlu, 

Director. Thanks to CS G Raghubabu, abhaya President for coordination. Everybody 

can do something. Here is an example. - S.Bhavanarayana,  Joint Secretary,  
Girijana Vikasa Kendraam,  Vedurunagaram                                                     



It was really a DIVINE experience meeting each one of you at your esteemed office 

for a cause. Truly you all did a remarkable work while lending hands of support to 

the Traibal School Kids. We are all indebted to you for such empathy for tribal kids. 

There are many issues being faced by the school. Your  donation of Rs. 1,30, 000/- 

(cash/kind)  will be of great help for them. abhaya will be adding Rs.20,000/- from 

its general pool and give to the school betterment. We would be more than happy 

to have your kind feedback on the activity happened at your office today in true 

spirit of love and care for the benefit of abhaya and school. - abhaya TEAM

It was a very nice to see our donation helping these tribal students. And your great 

work in joining Artesyn with them. In addition, I feel that a awareness campaign 

once in 2 months shall help them to understand about the importance of 

education, different career tracks and the importance of secured living in the 

country.  I can also be part of any such. Finally I feel very happy to be part of this 

event. You may publish the requirement of volunteers for different events you 

conduct. Some of us may be willing to participate depending on free time. We 

salute your humanitarian efforts. - Rajasekhar, Artesyn, Hyderabad

Artesyn pooled close to Rs. 1.30Lakhs &
abhaya added Rs. 20K for GVK School



abhaya Board Trustees met the TEAM from abhaya 

Vignan School, Yerragunta at Bengaluru on 12th 

October 2014 and discussed about the progress of 

the school. It was decided to close down the school 

considering various points placed by the team before 

the board. Following are the decisions listed for 

action.

1. Not to renew the Registration of the school in the 

name of abhaya Vignan School

2. The school shall close from 2015 AY

3. All the Computers provided to be returned to 

abhaya

4. Rs.3,00,000/- to be given to abhaya towards Fixed 

costs incurred till now.

5. abhaya will take care of supporting the school till 

March 2015

6. School team has to organize a public meeting in 

the month of March 2015 & brief the villages about 

issues lead closer of the school

7. If school post closer reopens in a deferent name 

abhaya is not responsible for consequences

8. If in case establishment is sold as and where is 

condition the staff not to continue with the new 

school management   

abhaya Vignan School to be
closed from AY 2015 - 16 



Govinda Rajan
I successfully completed sixth 

Semester without any backlogs. 

VII semester practical exam will 

start this October and theory 

exam will start at November. 

Attended the seminar on “The 

Challenges overcome during 

Mars Orbiter Mission” an 

inspiring Seminar which proved 

how Indians are good at doing 

errorless critical missions. I'll deposit the amount 

of Rs.450/- which I collected from my class 

friends and I wish to contribute Rs.200/- for Hunt 

the winter Campaign from my savings.  My 

exams are round the corner so I decided to stop 

the home tuition and I like to do internship      

after my exam gets over. I had successfully 

completed the C.C.N.A course with 'A' grade. I 

intend to prepare well for my Seventh semester 

and also practice for campus placement.

I must be trained well in analytical as well as 

technical skills to get a good job before I 

complete my Bachelor degree. With the 

motivation and practice by Abhaya I could be 

able to speak without hesitation even in-front of 

the huge mass. Last week my college was tied up 

NASSCOM (The National Association of Software 

and Services Companies) in that meeting, they 

challenge any student to talk in front of the huge 

gathering without fear. I went and spoke there. I 

got applause and appreciation from the head of 

the Association. It was made possible because of 

practice by Abhaya . I'm having Emphasis 

Assessment exam on this Friday (10/10/2014). 

Need your blessing for my First exam for my 

Campus recruitment to attend it with confident.

Sailatha
I am fine here and hope all abhayans are leading healthy and prosperous 

life. I got 1st year results and I passed in  1st class with 67%). College 

reopened post Dasara holidays. I Participated in conducting Balavikas 

classes. Attended   medical  services at clinic. Wrote an article on 

Jaundice. I collected Rs.1500/- for the purpose of flood affected people of 

Jammu & Kashmir & transferred it to abhayas 

account.       

      

Further, we grandly celebrated  festival  by 

performing shami pooja with reciting vedas. Soon  I 

need to attend postings ,that is why gathering 

information about different books by different 

authors. In second year we will be having subjects 

like pathology, pharmacology, forensic, microbiology 

regarding  postings we will have about  gynecology, 

orthopedics ,surgery, etc., am very enthusiastic to 

attend postings in hospital.

Leelavathi
I am S.Leelavathi pursuing M.Sc (Chemistry) at SV 

University, Tirupathi. I am doing fine and hope all 

abhayans are fine .First of all I wish all abhayans a 

HAPPY DASARA. My 1st year was completed and I am 

entering in to 2nd year 3rd semester classes are started 

from 1st sep'14 I get up 5am.5-6.30 going to ground 

and do exercises and also leaning yoga. Then 6-30 to 

8.30 Reading. Half an hour read news paper and then 

fresh up and go to college I have classes from 10am to 

1pm then break for 1 hour for lunch then, I will be in the 

lab from 2-5pm. Then i came back to hostel and go to spoken English 

classes this is free coaching for campus students for 1 hour. From 6-30 to 

8pm i will spend time in reading English magazines, news papers etc. Then I 

had diner and preparing CSIR materials up to 10-30pm and read some time 

good books like Sanathana Saradhi and Vivekananda books. I participated 

in clean and green program at my college as part of social activity which 

helpful to my friends and also participating in Sai Seva Samithi and also my 

villege in my holidays and also teach vedam classes and free tutorials. 

Thanking you for giving such an opportunity.                                               



Venugopal Reddy:
I am Venugopal Reddy, I received Rs:3000 

from abhaya on 13th of October and I chosen 

one hostel. I am going to join that. And paid 

my first semester exam fee in college. Thanks 

to abhaya.  I attend my 

lab internal exams and I 

did well. Tomorrow start 

my MID-2 exams. Now I 

preparing for exams. 

And one more my mobile 

phone does not working 

on last two days if you 

give any information to 

me please send it via 

mail.

Srivalli
During the month of September, 2014,  we had the 

schedule for revision of 1st year syllabus and also we took 

part in Physics and Chemistry practical work.  This time 

there were no weekend exams conducted except three slip 

tests. By end of October we will have 1st year Cumulative 

tests. So I shall be submitting you the updates of my mark 

list from next month onwards.  On the occasion of 

Dasshera  we were given holidays for about ten days i.e, 

from 23rd September, 2014  to 7th October, 2014. During 

this time period I had to complete my record notes for 

practical works and also I prepared for my exams.   During these nine days 

we had placed dolls and have decorated our house with colourful lights on 

account of Durga Astami.  Many guests visited our home during these 

auspicious days. We even performed  Saraswathi  Pooja and Ayudha pooja on 

the ninth day and tenth day we celebrated Vijayadashami. As per mythology 

it is said that on this day the Demon King Ravana was killed by Lord Rama and 

thus this day is celebrated grandly. I wish everyone a belated “Happy 

Vijayadashami”. I once again thank Abhaya Foundation for their valuable 

support and encouragement given to all the individuals both financially and 

morally for their development and prosperity. We are proud to get associated 

with your organization and be a part of it. - S.Srivalli, II Inter, Hyderabad

 Arifuddin
A r i f u d d i n  f r o m  

Mahabubnagar got 5033 

rank in B.Ed entrance test 

and was allotted a seat in 

S r i  B r a m a r a m b a  

Mal l ikar juna Swamy 

college of Education. He is 

from a lower income 

group family. He has to 

pay around Rs.20,000/- 

as fee to the college on joining date. Though he 

is eligible for Fee Reimbursement to the extent 

of Rs.13,500/- college administration asked 

him to pay for that. So he approached abhaya 

for help. abhaya Secretary, spoke to the 

Principal and requested him to waive the fee 

which will be eligible for Reimbursement. He 

kindly agreed to that and asked to pay the 

remaining Rs.6500/-. abhaya asked Arifuddin 

to pool Rs.2500/- and given a cheque for 

balance amount. 

Founder of MaaIllu - Adarana Home, Warangal Sri Gade Inna Reddy visited 

abhaya. He and his team is welcomed by abhaya Founder. Handed over 500 

abhaya note books, 50 dresses n 60 Soap Boxes for the benefit of 300 kids of 

their home. Honored him for the great work he has been doing. Later they 

visited abhaya home of happiness at Ibrahimpatnam. Prayers for their 

wellbeing.

abhaya provided books, soap boxes etc.,to MAA Illu
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Swach Bhararth Abhiyan 

- felt happy to do my bit 

for Hyderabad Chapter 

of ICSI. We cleaned 

entire chapter campus... 

motivated members n 

students for doing their 

bit for the call given by 

PM as t r ibutes  to  

G a n d h i j i  o n  h i s  

Birthday... thanking 

each one engaged in 

such clean India Mission.

Founder addressed participants of 
SIP at Hyderabad Chapter of ICSI

Founder addressed at 46th CS Day 
at Hyderabad Chapter of ICSI

Founder took part in Swach 
Bharath Abhiyan at 

Hyderabad Chapter of ICSI

offering at 
Thy Feet of 
Baba on HIS 
A v a t h a r  
Declaration 
Day at SSSO 
Kushaiguda 
Hyd... feeling 
blessed for 
the Divine 
Opportunity. 
S a i r a m  -  
Founder



abhaya participated in SEVA MELA@Hitex, Hyderabad

Seva Mela, attended by us for two days was really an awesome 

one. So many people visited abhaya stall and are very much 

impressed by the works done by abhaya. I also visited many stalls 

and interacted with many good people. Many people got 

impressed with the works and donated something they can do. 

Completely had a great experience with the visitors of our stall and 

also with some of the other stalls around. Thank you for giving me 

an opportunity for taking part as a volunteer in the stall. -  
Sidhanthi Naga Natya, Coordinator, Seva Mela Stall.

I am feeling very proud to say that i am a Volunteer of abhaya 

Foundation. This is the great Opportunity for us to look after the 

stall at Seva Mela. I felt very happy to see the response from the 

visitor's some visitors are feeling very happy by seeing our work. 

During leisure time I have gone through all the newsletters and 

when visitors at tented I have shown them the news letter and 

they felt very happy and excited. I explained each and every case 

we have taken up and many appreciated. I was very happy to see 

that under rice bucket challenge, 50 Kgs of rice was donated to 

abhaya. All together it was the great experience for us to visit all 

the stalls and I have learn how to explain to the visitors and how to communicate well. - Gopi Manohar, Coordinator, abhaya 
Stall, Seva Mela

SEVA MELA  is the only platform where all the views of each and every NGO can expressed. It was a moment of proud that I 

connected to ABHAYA  there I can  know  what are all the services happening in  the society by all the NGO'S. We could learn 

many things from all of them and we can implement good ideas for the betterment of society with ABHAYA.  Finally its very useful 

to me - Sudhir Kumar, Volunteer

abhaya thanked each one who lend their hands for Seva Mela. 15 abhaya volunteers 

lead by Natya & Manohar gained a lot in 2 days. More than 400 visitors encouraged 

abhaya's work. abhaya honored YouSee Gunaranjan... also appreciated couple of 

NGOs passionately working for the needy. All together it was yet another experience for 

molding the team in a right direction. Jai ho

I want to thank Abhaya foundation members for such an honour to ASWA and i want to 

give assurance to all of you that all the members of ASWA will continue the same work 

but with same spirit and  responsibility in the future also by clubbing hands with all the 

other NGOs who are serving their best towards society. - Dhanesh



On 1st October, we have visited Vigyan ashram 

(www.vigyanashram.com) as a part our CSR 

program at Pune. I tried interacting with my 

senior GET team also. I explained both my 

team and my seniors regarding hunt the winter 

program, about Yuvasarathi and also about 

abhaya. Even CSR people also listened to it. 

Later they told me that they can contribute but 

not to program like hunt the winter and also 

GET's are not so much interested in spending 

their leisure time as they get only one day off during weekend. 

May be one or two may involve. They are also saying that 

whatever be the help, they want to do it in Pune

I have read abhaya newsletter, it has got lot of useful info . I 

forwarded to many of my contacts. I shared the seva mela 

message to my Hyderabad local friends and asked them to visit 

the same, if have time and for Yuvasarathi I am speaking with 

local engineering students at least twice a day to get them 

involved , this 14th November, they are planning to do some 

program in 1 or 2 govt schools. - Deepak Palli, abhaya 
Volunteer, Pune

Little kids from Burgula Village saved small coins in the kiddi 

Banks n brought it for giving away at Seva Mela. 100 villagers 

who are daily wagers... pooled 200kgs of rice and handed over 

to NGOs at Seva Mela. abhaya gave a Silver Medal for these 2 

kids. .. also kisses. Very inspiring is it not???

abhaya with ED of UWH Rekha Srinivasan,  Thyagarajan 
& Gunaranjan, YouSee people behind Seva Mela
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Anand - Aadoni:
Anand, who is suffering with muscular dystrophy is planning to live on his own.  Initially, he 

thought of taking treatment, but later understood that there is no proven medication for his 

disease. Now, he is thinking to lead a life on his own by taking daily news paper distribution. The 

estimation for 500 papers is about Rs.95000/-. When he sent a detailed cost sheet, abhaya told 

him to start it with 300 papers and the cost will come down to Rs.60000/-. Also asked him to 

pool some amount and assured the rest from abhaya. He spoke to all his relatives and friends 

and finally could pool Rs.15000/- and now waiting for the opportunity. His brother, who is 

working in a retail engine oil store will help him in this effort. 



While baby Alayana...the just born being welcomed to 

home... CS Nitya Kayani Kannan made her little Angel 

to hand over a donation to abhaya home... see how 

cute gesture from such a cute little girl. She started 

lending her hands in support of abhaya at 7days age. 

Prayers for her and family.

Its been a long time since our last encounter. 

First of all my sincere regrets for the 

distancing myself from you and the good work 

being done so far. Whatever the reasons I 

might have, there should not be excuses for 

not being a part of good work. Anyways now 

that I have settled most of my issues and 

problems I would like to associate myself back again with you 

and contribute my part to the work being done. As a comeback 

step I am sending you a part of my first ever pay check and 

assure you to do my best for the betterment of people around us. 

If not for you I would not have inculcated this practice of helping 

myself by helping the people around me in a better way. Will stay 

in touch through mails and spread the message around. -

Bhargav Meda, USA

Alayana... the youngest donor

These CS Students heard Founder's talk at Hyderabad 

Chapter of ICSI couple of days back on Personality 

Development. They took their certificates n straight away 

visited abhaya n spent time... expressed their willingness 

to be volunteers. Just not that they pooled their pocket 

money n started their volunteer work by giving that as 

donation...their first good work. They are in deed left 

impeccable mark with abhaya. Hope their association will 

be inspiring.

CS/CA students wish to join 

There should not be excuses for 
not being a part of good work



abhaya Congratulate Noble Peace Prize Winner 
for INDIAN: Kailash Sathyarthi
1. He belongs to Vidisha in Madhya Pradesh. He was an 

electrical engineer who turned into an activist for 

children's rights at the age of 26 in 1983, 2.He founded 

the Bachpan Bachao Andolan (Save the Childhood 

Movement) to fight child labour. His efforts have helped 

rescue thousands of children from bondage, trafficking 

and exploitative labour. 3.With the help of NGOs and 

activists, he has organized hundreds of raids on 

factories and warehouses where children were being 

made to work. 4. He created "Rugmark" which certifies 

that carpets and rugs sold abroad have been made 

without the labour of children. The initiative turned out 

to be highly successful in raising international awareness about children's rights.  5. After Narendra Modi was elected Prime 

Minister, Mr Satyarthi tweeted, "A tea-boy dares his detractors by becoming the PM of India. Now it's his turn to ensure that no 

child is forced to become a child labourer. "COME LETS FEEL PROUD OF THIS MAN... Let us imbibe qualities of making a difference 

to the countrymen...

Feeling blessed to be 
there with 

SaiyouthHyd...at 
VMHome with 800+ 

Children n 100s of Sai 
Brothers. 

- CS Balachandra Sunku



When, I have gone through our News Update for  9/2014, I find there are many exciting 

news items this time. The foremost being our forthcoming CSR at Bengaluru in 

Nov'2014, and its Guest list --consisting of many luminaries.   Besides, the Signature 

message by Mrs. Naga Susheela, D/o legendry Star of Silver Screen Dr ANR, is very 

appealing to those who are reading the news letter for the first time. In addition to 

these, there are many updates on our H.E.A.R.T, which shows the kind of sincere effort 

made by abhayafoundation, during the month that passed by.  On the whole it has been 

a very informative, exhaustive news update and compliments to all those who made it 

possible. Keep moving forward, abhaya!!! - EJP Prasad, Coordinator, abhaya

I am Swati . I am done with my masters in 

interior designing and right now working with 

a design studio as lighting designer. I have 

always been interested in volunteering for 

some noble cause were i can be helpful to 

anyone and share my creativity and 

knowledge with the needful. I have come 

across with your foundation webpage and I 

am really impressed with the way, you are 

helping the needful and involved in 

betterment of their lives. So, i would be 

interested in being part of your foundation. 

So kindly let me know if I can be of any help 

to abhaya foundation.

I  h a v e  g o n e  

through the news 

update of ABHAYA 

foundation. It is 

amazing. You are 

doing wonders. You 

contacts, yours 

commitment, your 

d e d i c a t i o n  i s  

superb. God has 

given you energy, 

strong will and determination. I wish you 

best of luck. I also wish you happy 

Dasara. - Dr. Acharya  K Achalapathi, 
OU Campus, Hyderabad

Thank you for sharing the special abahya news letter. Once again, the pictures that speak of the Divine 

service with drive, commitment  devotion and dedication for the people, by the people and to the 

people. It looks like that the fragrance is spreading through the country and in to the world. What I 

notice is now a lot of people are getting inspired by this selfless approach and results of their own 

efforts. It is Divine work and efforts of all of you.  God has given each of us PRASADAM in the form of 

service to humanity. So also resources and like minded people. We need to share with each other and 

become petals of roses at His lotus feet that emanate fragrance and spread and in this process we 

come together to serve and derive happiness and grace. This is the only way the universe becomes a 

place of joy-love and happiness. Very happy to go thru the report and events, especially the September 

events that occurred on one single day...amazing indeed. Love from all of us here to all of you there 

dear Abhyanas -With Prayers, Srinivasulu Huggahalli, Hyderabad

I am very happy to see 

the fantastic work you 

are doing. I am going 

to be in India Dec 8-

31. I would like to 

explore any 'Seva' 

program that I can 

h e l p  y o u  w i t h ,  

especially for the 

orphanages. I see in 

your newsletter that the  CSR seminar 

in Bengaluru will be in November. I am 

going  to miss it! - Krishna Sharma, 
Founder, www.grihastha.org



Yes Bank providing Payment Gate 
Way at www.abhayafoundation.org 

and www.abhayahome.org

Even though I am not a very active participant when I 

was in Hyderabad, I did my best directly or indirectly to 

be a part of the activities of Abhaya like "hunt the winter" 

and "home of happiness". Recently I have moved to 

Sweden and thought that this can be one of the ways to 

involve in service activities from here. 

I was 2004 pass out from Brindavan Campus. Later I 

joined MCA in HCU. Through my junior Siva I came to 

know about abhaya.  Especially when I saw some 

abhaya photos with swamis pictures. That assured me 

that it is a genuine foundation to help the needy and 

started indirectly participating in the activities. I am just 

like a shadow volunteer. When I was in sweden I used to participate in the form of 

donations. Recently I moved to Sweden completely.

From then I was in touch with siva regarding activities. Last December during 

Xmas I have taken up the hunt the winter activity through TCS. My small 

message was published in newsletter also. I along with my friend came to abhaya 

to collect  blankets. Luckily I have Siva as point of contact when required. Please 

do continue the spirit of service and I pray to Swami to give you the courage and 

strength to continue the same. Love, - Vijayakrishna Cherukuri, Sweden

This is CH. NIRMALA SAI MANASWI 

male of 20 years age. I have a great 

desire to help the needy in the most 

possible way. I am studying Bachelor of 

Homoeopathic Medicine and Surgery in 

Maharajah's Institute of Medical 

S c i e n c e s ( M I M S ) ,  N e l l i m a r l a  

Vizianagaram District.. so i want to join 

abhaya foundations as a volunteer and 

help the needy in the way possible to 

me. And i hope I do my work without fail.



Beneficiary :

Account No :

MICR Code :

IFS Code :

Bank :

Address :

All the donations will be exempted under 80G I abhayafoundation@yahoo.com I www.abhayahome.org I www. abhayafoundation.org

abhaya FOUNDATION

052210011051007

500011042

ANDB0000522

ANDHRA BANK

522-S.R.Nagar Branch

Main Road

S.R, Nagar

Hyderabad-500038

abhaya FOUNDATION

33292038898

500002074

SBIN0004155

State Bank of India

Plot No. 1272

Road No. 63A

SPL PBB, Jubilee Hills

Hyderabad

abhaya Home of 

Happiness

912010024839320

500211002

UTIB0000008

AXIS Bank Ltd

6-3-879/9/B, I Floor

G. Pulla Reddy Bldg

Green Lands

Begumpet Road

Hyderabad - 500016

abhaya FOUNDATION

047794600000041

500532009

YESB0000477

Yes Bank

1st Floor, Star Venue

H. No. 10-3-304/12

Humayun Nagar

Medhipatnam

Hyderabad - 500028

abhaya FOUNDATION

910010042902046

500211002

UTIB0000008

AXIS Bank Ltd

6-3-879/9/B, 1Floor

G. Pulla Reddy Bldg

Green Lands

Begumpet Road

Hyderabad - 500016

abhaya
FOUNDATION 
6-3-609/140/1
Anand Nagar 
Kahirathabad
Hyderabad -04

abhaya SB Account at k is designated account for 
All   must be through  

Quote Name, Nationality, Phone, Address, E-Mail & PAN while sending contributions

Andhra Ban Foreign Contributions. 
/Yes BankIndian Donations Axis Bank/State Bank of India

Do not deposit  / transfer any Indian Donations in / to Andhra Bank. 

Foreign
Donors

for abhaya Donors

write to abhayafoundation@yahoo.com


